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The Dutch retail market met up with even 
greater challenges in 2013. Not only did supply 
levels continue to climb but also, retail space 

take-up was much lower compared to previous years. 
NVM Business data confirm last year approximately 
410,000 square metres of retail space were let out or 
sold. It is the lowest take-up level since the outbreak 
of the financial crisis. In addition, availability levels 
were up 6% to 2.25 million square metres. It is a 
record in this market. At year-end 2013, more than 
7% of stock of retail space in this country was 
available for rent or sale.  
 
Especially the recession had major impact on retail 
trade, and the retail property market continues to 
suffer the consequences. Due to very poor consumer 
confidence in 2013, retail turnover dropped signifi-
cantly compared to previous years. The number of 
bankruptcies in this market has reached an all-time 
high. Non-food stores in particular were plunged 
deeper into the red.   
 
 

Not only did supply and take-up levels deteriorate 
compared to previous years but also, retail property 
prices were seriously under pressure. Rents contin-
ued to fall and the purchase prices paid were lower  
compared to the past couple of years.  
 
Fewer retail property investments were made. While 
in 2012 approximately EUR 937 million were 
invested in stores, in 2013 this number was stuck at 
approximately EUR 640 million.  
 
Even though entrepreneurs seemed more interested 
in property for rent or sale in the first months of 
2014, and despite slightly better economic prospects, 
for now NVM Business cannot expect structural 
improvements when the retail market is involved. 
Due to unrelenting consumer distrust, consumers are 
still reluctant to go to expenses. Combined with the 
continued growth of online shopping, the retail 
market will remain under pressure. With the excep-
tion of the main shopping streets of the Netherlands’ 
larger cities, NVM Business is expecting availability 
levels to continue to rise in 2014.  
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Lower take-up volumes
In recent years, the retail property market managed 
to combine climbing availability levels with intensi-
fied demand for retail space. Retail space available 
due to the financial crisis exchanged users without 
too much fuss. But in 2013, this trend clearly came 
to an end. Although by now the Netherlands has of-
ficially shaken off recession, last year’s take-up levels 
were still significantly lower compared to previous 
years. In 2012 a total of 410,000 square metres of 
retail space were let out or sold. That is a 25% drop 
compared to last year.  

Exceptions presented themselves in the provinces 
of Noord-Holland and Flevoland, where take-up 
percentages did go up. The other provinces experi-
enced much poorer demand, with Gelderland, Noord- 
Brabant and Groningen suffering the most.

In 2013, demand for retail space in large cities 
 remained substantial nevertheless. For instance, 
more retail space was taken up in the cities of 
 Amsterdam, The Hague and Almere where large floor 
areas in particular were in demand. Large interna-
tional fashion chains such as Zara and Primark have 
expanded business by launching new stores in the 
Netherlands’ larger cities. Also, discount stores like 
Action and Big Bazar managed to benefit from the 
increased availability in large and mid-size cities.

Poorer demand in most industries 
Last year, most industries experienced poorer 
 demand for retail property. Especially demand from 
the electronics and white goods industry, interior 
 design and furniture industry, the sports, camping 
and toy market was more modest compared to the 
year 2012. In addition, supermarkets took up signifi-
cantly less retail property in 2013. 

A study conducted on behalf of the Central Industry 
Board for Retail Traders and Chamber of  Commerce 
confirms more than two-thirds of web stores are 
interested in having a ‘bricked’ shop. Web stores 
are mainly interested in shopping areas but also in 
industrial sites. As for the shopping areas, web stores 
are mainly interested in smaller premises (up to 100 
m²) outside the main shopping streets. This should 
 offer secondary retail streets some opportunities. 
Nevertheless, not many internet stores are actually 
stepping into the physical retail property market. 
One exception is presented by a web store called 
Coolblue, which opened up stores in different large 
cities outside the main shopping areas. Large inter-
national web stores are expected to focus on prime 
locations in the larger cities’ principal shopping 
zones. To them, marketing based on physical presence 
and visibility of brand an service will then be more 
significant than store sales. 
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Supply further up 
Supply levels on the Netherlands retail property 
 market continued to climb in 2013. Compared to 
a year ago, supply has gone up by 130,000 square 
 metres reaching a total of 2.25 million square metres. 
It is a 6% rise set against year-end 2012. Based on 
NVM Business data, approximately 7.2% of total 
retail property stock was available for rent or sale 
in late 2013. Both recession and fierce competition 
 presented by the internet stores hit retailers hard. 
For instance, after Ahold took over www.bol.com and 
also due to a denser network of pickup points, differ-
ences between internet stores and physical ones are 
fading more and more. But despite poorer demand 
for retail space and a record number of bankruptcies 
in the retail sector, supply levels have climbed less 
significantly compared to 2012.  

Amsterdam still has the strongest 
 retail property market 
Even though Amsterdam’s availability levels went 
up in 2013, the Dutch capital continued to have the 
strongest retail property market in the Netherlands 
bearing in mind its supply percentage (approx. 3%). 
Amsterdam is closely followed by Venlo, Den Bosch, 
Eindhoven and Utrecht, where supply is less than 5% 
of the total stock of retail pace.  

Shop vacancy rates steady in 
 secondary retail streets  
According to information provided by Locatus, 
shop vacancy rates in secondary retail streets have 
been reasonably steady compared to 2012 and even 
slightly lower compared to 2011. In C areas, shop 
vacancy was approximately 11% in 2012 and also in 
2013, compared to approximately 12% in 2011. 

Opposing trends presented themselves in the B 
segment for while the number of vacant proper-
ties dropped in B1 zones, considerably more B2 
 location stores were vacant compared to 2012. Shop 
vacancy levels in the B segment reached an average 
of  approximately 9% in 2013, and also in 2012, yet 
more compared to 2011 (approx. 8%). NVM Business 
believes that the future of promising secondary retail 
streets lies in the joint efforts of top-quality stores 
offering special products and outstanding services, 
of the hospitality industry, care and handicrafts. 
That is how the principal shopping streets should 
ensure added value. Disadvantaged secondary retail 
streets should be granted new purpose subsequent to 
 redesignation (e.g. homes). 

Against expectations, however, the number of vacant 
premises on prime  locations also went up in 2013, 
although vacancy  levels on these streets – an average 
of 3.7% - are much below the frictional vacancy rates. 
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Rents  
As from 2013, NVM Business has been using a 
 different method to find out how retail property rents 
are changing, based on median transaction prices. 
 According to NVM Business data, in 2013 median 
rents realised in this market were approximately 
4.7% lower compared to 2012. It means rents have 
dropped more significantly than in 2012 (4%). Set 
against their highest levels back in 2007, median 
rents in 2013 were about 12% lower.  

Nevertheless, in 2013 rents did not drop all across the 
Netherlands. According to data presented by NVM 
Business, of all cities with a substantial stock of retail 
space the cities of Rotterdam, Arnhem and Breda in 
particular managed to keep prices reasonably steady. 
Amsterdam, Utrecht and The Hague, on the other 
hand, saw rents fall in 2013, with the city of The 
Hague experiencing the highest  pressure.  Decline 
involved secondary locations in the first place. As 
demand for prime locations in large cities remains 
sufficient, particularly from international  investors, 
rents paid for prime locations are  invariably high. 
But this does not mean rents are perfectly safe in the 
rest of the A segment. For instance, in this segment 
the city of Utrecht also needed to take a step back. In 
addition, when taking over lease agreements much 
lower takeover prices were paid compared to previous 
years, or even none at times.  

But despite lower prices, many retailers continue to 
believe rents are too high bearing turnover in mind. 
Turnover-based rent is often said to be the solution to 
this problem, but in daily practice it is hardly applied. 
In general, lessors are not keen on turnover-based 
rents and also, existing rent laws are not making 
things any easier. NVM Business therefore has been 
promoting flexible legislation when it comes to lease 
agreements (e.g. through Winkeltop). 

Purchase prices  
Both rents and purchase prices charged for retail 
space dropped in 2013. As for the owner-occupier 
premises, transaction prices in 2013 were approxi-
mately 4.3% lower compared to last year. Decline, 
however, is less impressive than in 2012. Since the 
outbreak of the financial crisis, the owner-occupied 
premises have become about 30% cheaper. 

3. RETAIL PROPERTY PRICES
RENTS OF RETAIL PROPERTY

PURCHASE PRICE MOVEMENTS OF THE RETAIL 
PROPERTY MARKET

Source: NVM

Source: NVM, new series/methodology
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Investment volumes down
Due to economic uncertainty and challenging retail 
trade, fewer property investments were made in 
2013. In 2012, investments represented EUR 937 
 million, compared to EUR 640 million in 2013.
Because retail property rents are under pressure 
at many locations and as availability levels have 
gone up in the past couple of years, investments in 
this market have become more risky. Consequently, 
major investors prefer to invest exclusively in prime 
 locations of only some of the large cities.

As usual, mainly Dutch investors were actively 
 involved in the retail property market. The few 
foreign investors active on the Dutch market were 
however responsible for the largest investments. 
For instance, Unibail-Rodamco announced its plans 
to invest  approximately EUR 200 million in ex-
panding and renovating the Leidsenhage shopping 
centre in Leidschendam (Zuid-Holland). Another 
major investment involved acquisition by Aachener 
Grund vermogen of a redeveloped retail property 
in downtown The Hague (EUR 82 million). On the 
Dutch side, it was mainly Altera Vastgoed claiming 
a substantial part of the investment volume after 
 purchasing part of Het Rond shopping centre in 
Houten (province of Utrecht). 

Amsterdam’s gross initial yields lower 
Just as in 2012, lack of transparency on the invest-
ment market made it hard to reliably determine 
changes in yield of rented retail properties. According 
to data available, gross initial yields in small and 
mid-size Dutch cities, including A1 locations, con-
tinue to climb. For instance, yields for A1 zones in the 
 cities of Haarlem, Breda and Arnhem are somewhere 
between 5.5% and 6.5%. 

The city of Amsterdam continues to be the most 
expensive and popular city as far as retail  property 
 investments are concerned. Gross initial yields 
dropped further in 2013. Yields paid for the Dutch 
capital’s prime A1 locations are below 3.5%. As for 
other large cities in the Netherlands, e.g. Utrecht and 
Eindhoven, yields paid for prime locations are either 
steady or slightly below the 2012 levels. A1 location 
yields in these cities are about 5%. 

4. RETAIL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS
RETAIL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS ACCORDING TO BUILDING TYPE
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Retail space or retail property 
A spatial and independent unit accessible to the public, used to a large 
extent by end consumers to display and offer items that are not used on 
the spot. Retail trade must be involved. Generally speaking, retail trade 
can be categorised into two groups: food and stimulants (food) as well as 
sustainable and other (non-food) items.

Take-up 
Lease and sales transactions taking place in the open market. Users 
providing for their own accommodation requirements (the so-called 
owner-occupier development) are not included in the take-up volumes. 
The same applies to sale-and-leaseback agreements as well as contract 
extensions. 

Supply
Retail space immediately available for rent or sale. Supply does not 
include stores under construction and which are yet to be built. Supply 
includes vacant and developing stores as well as spaces that are still 
 being used but which are soon to be released. 

Retail vacancy or shop vacancy 
Involves the total number of physically vacant retail properties. Retail 
vacancy or shop vacancy is usually less than supply.

Rent 
The basic rent obtained for each square metre of lettable floor area, 
exclusive of Dutch VAT. 

Gross initial yields 
The gross annual rent upon acquisition as a percentage of the  
total investment.

This publication has been prepared with the utmost care and 
with the assistance of: HB Kroese Paternotte (Amsterdam) and 
Van Rossum real estate agents (Utrecht).
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